
Has Flex Work Gone Too Far?

We have all read the benefits of flex work and telework, but is there a point of
diminishing returns?

As an HR professional and a mother of two young children I fully understand and agree
with many of the benefits of flexible work arrangements such as employee retention,
work life balance, cost savings and in certain circumstances improved productivity
but it has a dark side as well. How about when a Fortune 500 CEO makes a business
decision to change their policy to improve business performance and it makes
headlines in every major paper, or when employees get caught moonlighting on company
time and your organization can’t terminate them for cause or when you walk into a
local coffee shop only to have the guy sitting next to you all set up with his hard
drive, computer keyboard, mouse, 23” monitor and talking loudly on a business call?

As CEOs and managers, can we no longer make employee schedule decisions or hold our
employees accountable for their time on the clock? On our time off, can we no longer
go to a coffee shop for a coffee without having someone’s office clearly operating
out of the table next to us?  (Are you sure you really want the public at large
overhearing every phone call your employees make?)

Flexible business arrangements are a business decision, not a gender or family status
issue and they are not an entitlement.

If your company does encourage flex work, it can be a great thing but make sure: It
is on your terms, it is the right business decision at the right time for your
organization and is executed as such.

Decide in advance how you will measure business performance
Where and when you expect the work to be done
How you want your business represented in these arrangements

Always reserve the right to revise your policies. After all, it could hit the front
page of the paper if you upset your employees.

When the automobile was first invented it was a free for all, there was no speed
limit, no road signs or traffic violations but the time came to add some rules and
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limits for everyone’s protection. The time has arrived to do the same with flex work.
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